Brain potentials associated with pattern displacement and saccadic eye movements in humans and rhesus monkeys.
Visual evoked potentials (VEPs) to the onset of motion of visual patterns and brain responses associated with saccadic eye movements (SRPs) were compared in human subjects and in rhesus monkeys. Three different velocities of pattern motion were employed. In humans, brain responses were recorded from six scalp areas. In monkeys, transcortical recordings were obtained from chronically implanted electrodes in the occipital, temporo-parietal, and frontal areas. In humans there was a clear difference in VEPs to the pattern motion between the anterior (Fz, Cz) and posterior (Pz, Oz) scalp regions. The earliest component was a positive peak at 85 ms at Oz followed by a negativity around 110 ms. In the fronto-central leads the VEP was characterized by a negativity at 145 ms and a subsequent broad positive component around 250 ms. SRP responses differed in the early components from the VEPs to pattern motion but a good correspondence was found in the morphology of the late components of the two types of brain potentials. Furthermore, flashed-on VEPs and SRPs elicited a late positivity of more pronounced amplitude than VEPs to pattern displacement. In monkeys similar findings were found: an early negative component of the pattern-displacement VEP could not be observed in the SRP responses over the visual cortex while the late portion of the SRP waveform was greater than the late positivity of the VEP to motion-onset.